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GRE Strategies
Glide to success with Doorsteptutor material for GRE : 

- for all subjects of GRE.

Strategies are very crucial and acts as the pillars like any other test or at least most of them, an
understanding of how to give a test or test strategies is almost as crucial as preparing for the test
itself. Speci�ically this is true of GRE which has many quirks starting with the fact that it is computer
based. On top of that it is adaptive, which means that you decide the course of your test by choosing
the answers to questions. The links that are mentioned below will help you in understanding. It is
advisable to go through each one of these and then start giving the tests. When practicing try to follow
these strategies.

Maths Strategies [http://www.majon.com/testprep/strat-satm.html]

Vocabulary Strategies [http://www.majon.com/testprep/strat-grev.html]

Writing Strategies [http://www.majon.com/testprep/strat-grel.html]

Outstanding collection of GRE strategies for different sections. It is advisable to go through verbal
and vocab strategies.

Tests
At this level its time to move ahead and give some tests.

GRE Test Preparation Practice Exercises [http://www.syvum.com/gre/]: A huge collection of test
preparation exercises for free.

GRE Master [http://www.�lashbynight.com/GRE/]: Online games for mastering words from
Barron՚s.

GRE Preparation [http://www.essayedge.com/]: Huge collection of various strategies and test
material.

Analytical Writing
Few years ago, Analytical writing was came into in�luence in GRE. Many candidates are afraid of it
because of insuf�icient knowledge. So here we have given an entire section to this part of the test.

Analytical Section from ETS [https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/GRE/]: Again this is a must
read information, especially if you think you need help with analytical section. It comes ultimately
from ETS.

Sample Writing Topics [https://www.ets.org/content/dam/ets-org/pdfs/gre/gre-practice-test-1-
writing-responses-18-point.pdf]: This page from ETS provides the writing issues and arguments
that had came in earlier exams.
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